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(Editor’s note:  We received a blacksky rail a while back, 
and while cleaning up the launch equipment, it turned 
back up.  This article should reacquaint us with its uses.) 
 
Getting a nice, straight boost of your high 
power rocket has generally meant one thing 
in the past -- use a rail launcher. 
Unfortunately, it also meant that you were 
going to be building your own, since there 
were no commercial units available. 
Consider that past history, because 
blacksky has released what is sure to be a 
definite hit for many clubs and individuals 
looking to utilize the accuracy of rail 
launching -- their blacksky Standard Rail 
and High Power Rail.  
blacksky had offered their ProRail in the 
past, but the new version of the High Power 
Rail is completely redesigned and the newer 
Standard Rail an offshoot of that research -- 
an affordable rail for the individual flyer.  
The blacksky Rail system is a "C" type rail 
custom extruded from 6063 aluminum alloy. A machined 
acetal plastic or Teflon-coated aluminum rail guide 
shaped like a pulley is attached to your rocket with 
screws. The rail guides slide along the "C" section of the 
rail and provides initial guidance to the airframe until a 
safe velocity is reached for flight.  
The 6063 aluminum alloy used for the blacksky Rail 
System is based on a formulation of aluminum, silicon 
and manganese along with small amounts of iron, copper, 
magnesium, chromium, zinc and titanium. This alloy is 
designed specifically for production of precision 
extrusions and produces a good surface finish with 
excellent corrosion resistance and anodizing qualities. 
After extrusion, the rails are heat-treated to a T6 condition 

that maximizes its mechanical characteristics. Each 
section of rail is treated with a military spec A-8625, Type 
II, Black anodize. The anodize serves to seal the surface 

of the aluminum from the corrosive effects of 
rocket motor exhaust and it provides a hard, 
smooth surface for the Rail Guide to slide 
along.  
The rail guides are machined from acetal 
plastic rod or teflon coated aluminum. Acetal 
plastic is used because of the ease of 
machining, its physical strength, wear 
resistance and its lubricating qualities. 
Teflon coated aluminum is used for its high 
mechanical strength and lightness. The rail 
guides are drilled to accept a #8 screw 
which is used to mount the rail guide to the 
rocket. You would use the Acetal rail guides 
to mount rockets ranging from 1.5" in 
diameter weighing half a pound to rockets 
over 10 inches in diameter weighing over 50 
pounds while the aluminum rail guides are 
suitable for rockets weighing up to 250 

pounds. A pair of rail guides is all that is necessary for 
practically any rocket.  
The Standard Rail which I reviewed is a new product from 
blacksky and is manufactured in standard 24 inch 
lengths. These lengths can be coupled together end-to-
end by using a formed stainless steel channel and #10-24 
screws and nuts that are captured using a unique 
rectangular section on the back of the Standard Rail. Two 
24 inch lengths make up the Standard Rail Assembly that 
includes a ¼"x 20 stainless steel pin used to couple to 
your launcher. Up to four 24 inch lengths can be coupled 
together to create an eight foot rail. The Standard Rail is 
suitable for use with practically any model rocket and 

(Continued on page 3) 

blacksky Rail Guide System 

In This Issue... 

Rail Guide buttons and screws 
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Trail(er)s of Stardust 

Yes, it does exist and it’s almost finished! 
 
The trailer is about 4 x 6, with a height of 2 feet inside. 
 
All the current club gear in Alex’s or my possession is in the 
trailer, and there is still plenty of room for more gear. 
 
It has a fresh coat of white enamel paint on the frame, and it’s 
primed white latex on the wood.  Final touches will be putting 
the wheel fenders back on, and mounting the lights.  
Registration and other little things are left… 

— Mark Hutchinson 
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Want to write an article, but don’t know 
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topics/items you’ll find in most issues: 
 
NAR / Hobby News 
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New Releases 
Product Review 
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Plan / JimZ Archive 
Websites 
Flashback 
Club/Member Projects 

Stardust Schedule of Publishing: Topics: 

Editor’s Thermal: 
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by Darrell D. Mobley for 
Rocketry Online 

until it rested at the bottom. I might recommend that you 
place your rocket gently onto the rail until both guides are 
within the rail grooves, as it would be very easy to gouge 
the finish of your airframe if you get too excited before the 
second rail guide is seated. When the rocket was 
uprighted into launch position, the firm accuracy of the rail 
was immediately apparent -- the rocket wasn't free to 
whip around the rod at the whim of the wind, something 
that is very important to precise placement before launch. 
Once the launcher was secured, the igniter leads were 
installed and armed.  
Back at the rangehead, a quick five count led to a launch 
button being depressed, and the rocket soared off the rail 
as straight and true as if it were on a ... rail ... because it 
was. The blacksky rail system appeared to be everything 
it was claimed to be.  
Retrofitting your existing rockets or installing rail guides 
on new ones couldn't be any easier -- simply mark the 
location of the two guide mounting holes, drill and install. 
The graphic below shows how to determine where to 
mount your rail guides and a drop or two of CA into the 
mounting holes should stiffen them enough to give the 
mounting screws some teeth.  
It would appear the Standard Rail is quite a bargain at 
$40 for the two piece kit and additional sections with 
securing clamp are just $20 each. For this price, a nice 8 
foot rail could cost a mere $80, a small price for the 
accuracy and precision of launching on a rail.  
The High Power Rail is even beefier and is something 
that you'll be stretched to overpower. It should easily 
handle any project you anticipate undertaking in hobby 
rocketry. It lists at $100 for a six foot section, so a 12 foot 
rail with coupler is just $215.  
Additional rail guides are available -- $5 for two pair of the 
acetal plastic or $10 for the Teflon-coated aluminum 
ones.  
So, if you are looking for a great, inexpensive rail system, 
give the blacksky Rail System a try. I think you will as 
impressed with it as I was, 
and you certainly won't 
miss filleting launch lugs 
at all!  
 
Written and submitted by 
Darrell D. Mobley for 
Rocketry Online -- 
Copyright 1996-1999 
 
Editor’s note: blacksky 
can be located at: 
http://www.blacksky.com 

(Continued from page 1) 

most high power rockets weighing up to 25 pounds.  
The High Power Rail is used for those really big projects 
that require the "big stuff". Rockets over 20 inches in 
diameter and weighing over 100 pounds have been 
successfully launched off of the blacksky High Power 
Rail. blacksky states their Standard Rail is stiffer in 
equivalent lengths than 1/2" steel rod and their High 
Power Rail is stiffer than a 1" steel rod. When used as 
recommended, launch deflection is only a few degrees 
with even the heaviest projects. blacksky goes on to 
state, "the blacksky Rail leaves the flier no excuse - if the 
rocket does not fly straight ... 'rod whip' is not the reason."  
For the purposes of my review, I was headed to the site of 
LDRS2000, Orangeburg, SC for their Fourth of July 
launch, so I decided this would be a good time to check 
out the new blacksky Standard Rail. My launch vehicle is 
a veteran of high impulse flight, a 2.1" scratch-built rocket 
made from fiber-glassed LOC tubing. It had originally 
seen life as a minimum diameter rocket until I gave its 
previous owner, Greg Muri, a Silver Streak to fly in it. 
Obviously from that batch of 54mm Silver Streaks which 
like to come unglued, this one blew the forward bulkhead 
and proceeded to gut the interior. When Greg discarded 
the remains, I quietly extracted them from the trash and 
rebuilt it with a 38mm motor mount and fresh paint. On its 
maiden flight (re-flight?) at LDRS17, it hit 9100 feet on an 
AeroTech J570!  
For this particular flight, I loaded it with an Aerotech I-161 
White Lightning reload, a combination which would easily 
send it to around 4,000 feet. I assembled the two piece 
Standard Rail easily by slipping the rail connector into the 
machined slot in the back or each section of the rail and 
then tightening the three #10-24 screws securely. All that 
was left to be done was to install the rail in the launcher.  
I found that the stainless pin in the lower section was a 
little short to reach the clamp of the launch pad and 
ended up shimming it with a stainless steel screw to keep 
it perpendicular with the ground. In reading comments 
from others, it appears this mounting pin has been found 
to be a little too short for most people, something that 
Dean Roth apparently remedied simply by installing a 
longer 3/8" bolt and then cutting off the head. The 
stainless pin should easily unscrew if you wanted to make 
that change in yours.  
Once the rail was mounted and the pad tilted over, the 
rocket was gently lowered down the rail on the guides 

blacksky Rail Guide System, cont. 

blacksky rail coupler / Rail pin goes into launch rod holder 
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By Alex DeMarco 

 

On Saturday May 17th, as part of their 
Space Month activities I was invited to 
the Junior Museum in Troy for a build it 
and fly it session.  We had 8 participants.  
With the help of Nick Rotundo and his 
mom, we put together Estes Gnome's. 
 
The Gnome is a fairly simple model, the 
fin can is already built, so basically you 
put the engine hook in place slide on the 
fin can, mount the shock cord, apply a 
few decals and you’re ready to fly! 
 
While the models were drying I showed some of 
the models I had brought and talked briefly 
about our club and the hobby. 
 
We flew from the parking lot just below the 
museum, the wind was minimal so it worked out 
great. The Gnome is a 13mm model and we mainly 

Junior Museum Rockets 

JP’S 
TRAINS & HOBBIES 

277 Troy Schenectady Rd. 
Latham, NY 12110 

 
(518) 782-0981 

 
Estes · Quest · Aerotech · North Coast 

“You Need It, We’ll Get It” 

Current members of ASTRE receive 
10% discount on purchases at JP’s! 

flew with 1/4 engines, but I did put a few up on 
A10's to show how high they go. 
 
I had a great time as did the kids.  A big thank 
you to the Rotundo's for lending a hand. 
 
- Alex 

Left - Alex preps an Estes Gnome,  Right - Nick Rotundo fields questions. 

Cartoon Corner 
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By Mark Hutchinson 

By Alex DeMarco 

Upcoming events & Challenge! 

August 2nd    ASTRE “Eggstravaganza” 
 
 
1/2A Streamer Duration—Multi Round 
B Eggloft Duration 
D Dual Eggloft Duration 
Spot Landing—Open (Section 60.7.3) 
 
 
The artwork challenge is still open.  Take a look at 
the artwork to the right.  I’ll have a prize for first 
place, and something for second and third.  
Competition is open until the Spooky Sport Launch 
in October. 
 
The only real rule is that the rocket you build MUST 
fly, and be recovered.  Contestants will have photos 
printed in the following STARDUSTSTARDUST issue. 
 
Mark Hutchinson 

Some background first.  As you know, we have 
been limiting flights at our Johnstown field to 
models that weighed less than one pound.  Due to 
our close proximity to the airport we are not able 
to obtain an FAA Waiver which would allow us to 
fly any sized model as long as we stayed within 
the waiver’s maximum altitude.  And since our 
field isn’t that big, flying the smaller stuff 
increases our chances of getting them back.  
However, by posting notification to the FAA and 
the Johnstown airport we can fly models up to 3.3 
lbs. and engines with 62.5 grams of propellant or 
less (G motors). 
 
Given our close proximity to the airport and the 
size of our field we have imposed the following 
rules and procedures for flying models that are 
above 1 lb. but less than 3.3 lbs. 

Events with FAA NOTAMs 

Flying Rules 
 
• Please park in the designated parking area. 
• Maximum Impulse G (62.5 grams). 
• Max Altitude 2000 ft. substantiated either by a 

RockSim printout or vendor supplied data. 
(YOU MUST HAVE THIS TO FLY!) 

• Only currently certified listed motors shall be flown. 
• Only NAR and Tripoli members in good standing 

can fly F & G, you must have your membership card. 
• Sport Flight Cards for all F & G flights MUST be 

filled out, including repeat flights. 
• Given the varying wind conditions the LCO has the 

option to cancel any F & G flight at any time. 
• Each model will go through a thorough safety 

inspection before each flight and will be weighed. 
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By Jeff Vincent 

impulse class of a motor.  Total impulse is the primary motor-
based factor in the altitude a model achieves.  As a rule of 
thumb, moving up one motor class and doubling the total 
impulse results in approximately double the altitude. 
Motor Burn Time --- the burn time is the duration of the motor's 
thrust.  Burn time is measured in seconds.  The burn time can 
usually be found in manufacturer's product information.  The 
majority of sport rocket motors burn for less than three seconds.  
Motors with a longer burn time present a challenge for the 
modeler as the longer burn (and typically lower average thrust 
and lower velocity) make the model more prone to weather 
cocking or a "gravity turn" (as a thrusting model's flight 
direction veers further from the vertical, more of its thrust is 
applied to horizontal acceleration and less thrust is applied to 
vertical acceleration -- a divergent condition). 
 
* Motor Average Thrust --- the average thrust is the average 
force generated by the motor.  Average thrust is measured in 
newtons or pounds.  One pound is equal to 4.45 newtons.  The 
average thrust is calculated by dividing the total impulse by the 

burn time.  The number following the letter class and preceding 
the hyphen in the motor name, such as the 6 newtons in "C6-5" 

or the 30 newtons in "E30-7", 
designates the average thrust of a 
motor.  Average thrust is the primary 
motor-based factor in the acceleration 
and velocity that the model achieves 
(acceleration equals force [thrust] 
divided by mass, change in velocity 
equals acceleration times time).  High 
thrust motors can loft heavier models 

and will generate higher accelerations, higher velocities, and 
longer coast times than low thrust motors. 
 
* Time - Thrust Curve --- the time versus thrust curve is a 
visual representation of motor performance.  It is in the form of 
a graph with time as the horizontal (x) axis and motor thrust as 
the vertical (y) axis.  A line traces the thrust level of the motor 
from ignition to burnout.  The typical end burning black powder 
model rocket motor has an initial thrust spike (to bring the 
model up to a stable airspeed before leaving the launch rod) and 
a lower sustainer phase.  Composite motors have a variety of 
thrust curve shapes due to their grain geometry, some include: 
C-slot/regressive, core burner/progressive, or end burner. 

The time-thrust curve is useful for evaluation of the thrust at a 
given point in the burn (such as evaluating sufficient thrust for 
stability early in flight). The area under the time - thrust curve 
represents the total impulse of a motor. 
 
* Motor Delay Time --- the delay time is the time between the 
end of the thrust phase and the firing of the ejection charge.  
Delay time is measured in seconds.  Note that most observers 

(Continued on page 7) 

Proper Motor Selection 

Motor Total  Impulse 

¼A 0.000 - 0.625 Nsec 

½A 0.626 - 1.25 Nsec 

A 1.26 - 2.50 Nsec 

B 2.51 - 5.00 Nsec 

C 5.01 - 10.00 Nsec 

D 10.01 - 20.00 Nsec 

E 20.01 - 40.00 Nsec 

F 40.01 - 80.00 Nsec 

Proper motor selection is an important skill in the sport 
rocketeer's repertoire.  The results of choosing the improper 
motor for a model can range from a 
mediocre flight to damage to the model 
to even property damage or personal 
injury.  This becomes even more 
important with larger rockets, with their 
higher costs and greater potential for 
damage.  Learn to make the right 
choice for your model!  There are 
several motor performance parameters 
to take into consideration. 
 
* Motor Total Impulse --- the total impulse is the total "power" 
output of the motor (using the term "power" in an colloquial 
sense -- to be more specific, total impulse is the average force 
times the duration of the force).  Total impulse is measured in 
newton-seconds (sometimes in pound-seconds for HPR 
motors).  The letter character(s) of the motor name, such as the 
“B” in “B6-4” or the “1/2A” in “1/2A3-2T”, designates the total 

Motor Total  Impulse Range 

G 80.01 - 160.00 Nsec 

H 160.01 - 320.00 Nsec 

I 320.01 - 640.00 Nsec 

J 640.01 - 1280.00 Nsec 

K 1280.01 - 2560.00 Nsec 

L 2560.01 - 5120.00 Nsec 

M 5120.01 - 10240.00 Nsec 

... …  and so on ... 
Above - Estes D12 (Black powder),  Below - Aerotech D21 (AP) 

This is all great information, 
but what does it all mean?  How 
does that tell me what specific 
motor to put into my model? 
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(Continued from page 6) 
agree that "Estes seconds" are typically shorter than the 
universally accepted unit and that "Aerotech seconds" are 
typically longer.  The number 
following the hyphen in the motor 
name, such as the 3 seconds in 
"A8-3" or the 7 seconds in "D12-
7", designates the delay time.  The 
purpose of the delay is to deploy 
the recovery device at or near 
apogee (peak altitude), so the 
model reaches maximum altitude 
and the recovery device is 
deployed at a minimum velocity to 
reduce stress and possible damage.  
Heavy models (which reach lower velocities), high drag models 
(which decelerate rapidly at burnout), and models with lower 
thrust motors typically use shorter delays.  Relatively light and 
low drag models or models with high thrust motors typically 
use longer delays. 
 
This is all great information, but what does it all mean?  How 
does that tell me what specific motor to put into my model?  
You have to evaluate whether the motor has enough total 
impulse to reach the desired altitude, enough thrust to boost it 
vertically (but not so much to tear it apart), and the right delay 
to deploy the recovery device at apogee.  There is no simple 
answer, but here's some pointers. 
 
* Model catalogs/instructions --- consult your kit 
manufacturer's catalog or kit instructions.  They usually cite a 
list of recommended motors for your model.  If your model is 
not listed, look for a model with similar mass, diameter, and 
drag characteristics for recommendations. 
 
* Motor specifications --- consult the motor manufacturer's 
specifications.  Many manufacturers specify a Maximum 
Recommended Lift-Off Weight (MRLOW).  This weight is 
determined by evaluating the performance of various models 
with the given motor.  Delay times and safe deployment are 
usually factored into the MRLOW calculations, so you will 
often see lower MRLOW values for longer delays of a given 
motor type. 
 
* Independent specifications --- check with NAR Standards & 
Testing or Tripoli Motor Testing for raw test data of the motor 
in question.  There is even an independent web site that has 
nothing but motor data! 
 
http://www.nar.org/NARsandt.html 
http://www.tripoli.org/motors.htm 
http://www.thrustcurve.org 
 
* Minimum 5:1 average thrust-weight ratio --- a rule of thumb 
often tossed around is a minimum thrust to weight ratio for safe 

flight.  Divide the average thrust by 5 to get maximum lift-off 
weight.  For example, a C6-3 motor with a nominal 6 newton 
average thrust can safely loft (6/5=) 1.2 newtons or (1.2/4.45=) 

0.27 pounds or (0.27*16) 4.3 
ounces.  Compare this to the 4 
ounce MRLOW that Estes 
recommends.  Note that under 
ideal conditions (low winds, long 
launch guidance, and careful 
building and preparation), this 
ratio can be pushed as low as 3:1, 
but then you are pushing your luck 
(and pushing a rule of thumb 
beyond its simple assumptions). 
 

* Computer simulations --- one advantage that today's 
rocketeers have is a wealth of trajectory simulation programs 
available to them.  Popular programs such as Apogee's 
RockSim ($95) and wRASP (freeware) make the calculation of 
flight performance easy.  However, don't come to rely too much 
on the simulations.  They are a useful tool, but they are only as 
good as the information put into them.  A poorly estimated drag 
coefficient or a weather cocking, non-vertical trajectory are just 
some cases where the simulation fails to match reality. 
 
http://www.apogeerockets.com/rocketry_software.asp 
http://www.wrasp.com/ 
 
* Knowledge and experience --- if you make use of all of the 
tools available to you and fly more rockets and learn from 
them, you will come to have an intuitive understanding of just 
what your rockets are capable of.  It does not come quickly or 
easily, but it can be a rewarding accomplishment in the hobby, 
one more step towards becoming a real "rocket scientist". 

Proper Motor Selection (cont’d.) ...By Jeff Vincent 

Knowledge and experience --- if you 
make use of all of the tools available to 
you and fly more rockets and learn from 
them, you will come to have an intuitive 
understanding of just what your rockets 

are capable of. 

Above - Estes A10 (Black powder),  Below - Aerotech G80 (AP) 
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On April 28th a NASA spacecraft named GALEX 
left Earth. Its mission: to learn how galaxies are 
born, how they grow, and how they die. 
 
"GALEX-short for Galaxy Evolution Explorer-is like 
a time machine," says Caltech astronomer Peter 
Friedman. It can see galaxies as far away as 10 
billion light years, which is like looking 10 billion 
years into the past. The key to 
the mission is GALEX's 
ultraviolet (UV) telescope. UV 
rays are a telltale sign of hot 
young stars, newly formed, 
and also of galaxies crashing 
together. By studying the 
ultraviolet light emitted by 
galaxies, Friedman and 
colleagues hope to trace their 
evolution spanning billons of 
years. 
 
This kind of work can't be 
done from the ground because 
Earth's atmosphere absorbs the 
most energetic UV rays. 
GALEX would have to go to 
space. To get it there, mission 
planners turned to Orbital Science Corporation's 
Pegasus rocket. 
 
"Pegasus rockets are unusual because of the way 
they're launched-from the belly of an airplane," says 
GALEX Project Engineer Frank Surber of JPL. 
 
It works like this: a modified L-1011 airliner 
nicknamed Stargazer carries the rocket to an altitude 
of 39,000 feet. The pilot pushes a button and the 
Pegasus drops free. For 5 seconds it plunges toward 
Earth, unpowered, which gives the Stargazer time to 
get away. Then the rocket ignites its engines and 
surges skyward. The travel time to space: only 11 
minutes. 
 
"The aircraft eliminates the need for a large first 
stage on the rocket," explains Surber. "Because 

Stargazer can be used for many missions, it becomes 
a re-useable first stage and makes the launch system 
cheaper in the long run." (To take advantage of this 
inexpensive launch system, GALEX designers had to 
make their spacecraft weigh less than 1000 lbs-the 
most a Pegasus can carry.) 
 
A Pegasus has three stages--not counting the aircraft. 

"Its three solid rocket engines 
are similar to the black powder 
rockets used by amateurs. The 
main difference is that the fuel 
is cast into a solid chunk called 
a 'grain'-about the consistency 
of tire rubber. Like black 
powder rockets, once the grain 
is lit it burns to completion. 
There's no turning back." 
 
In this case, turning back was 
not required. The rocket 
carried GALEX to Earth orbit 
and deployed the spacecraft 
flawlessly. On May 22nd, the 
UV telescope opened its cover 
and began observing galaxies-
"first light" for GALEX and 

another success story for Pegasus. 
 
Find out more about the GALEX mission at: 
http://www.galex.caltech.edu 
 
Kids can read and see a video about Pegasus at: 
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/galex/pegasus.html 
 
This article was provided by the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, 
under a contract with the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration. 
 
 
Editors Note: “NASA’s Space Place” is a new 
column we are adding to the newsletter.  If you 
enjoyed this column, please let us know. 

NASA’s Space Place From the Belly of an Airplane: Galaxies 
By Dr. Tony Phillips 

L-1011 "Stargazer" takes off to carry Pegasus 
rocket on the first 39,000 feet of its climb 

to deliver a spacecraft to orbit. 
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ASTRE Contacts : 
 
Alex DeMarco     462-8557      demarcao@sysadm.suny.edu 
Jeff Vincent         439-2055      jvincent@acmenet.net 
        
The meetings are usually informal bull sessions where club 
business is discussed first, followed by either general "what's new," 
or a predetermined topic or activity. This schedule can change, and 
it is advisable to contact Alex DeMarco to find out about any last-
minute changes.  

 
UPCOMING EVENTS 

Note: ASTRE events appear in bold type. 
  

 
August 2nd         ASTRE Open Competition / Sport Launch  
 
August 1st—8th   NARAM-45 (http://www.naram45.org) 
 
August 23-24th   Northeast Airshow, Schenectady, NY 
 
August 30th        ASTRE Open Competition / Sport Launch 
 
September ?        ASTRE Open Competition / Sport Launch 
 
October ?            Spoooky Sport Launch 

Our field is just outside of Johnstown, NY. 
 
• From the east, take the Amsterdam exit (#27) off the 

NYS Thruway. 
• Take a right and follow Route 30 North for one mile. 
• Take a left at the second light after the bridge onto 

Route 5 West. 
• Follow Route 5 for three miles. Take a right onto 

Route 67. 
• Follow Route 67 for 5.5 miles. Shortly after passing 

FMCC, take a right onto the small road by Ed's RC 
shop. After one half mile you will see a white fence 
on your right. Follow the driveway just before the 
fence, and park in the parking lot. Walk to the range. 

Calendar of Events 

 

Watch the ASTRE web site  

( http://www.astre471.org ) 

 or ASTRE471 on eGroups 

( http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ASTRE471 ) 

for announcements of more meetings/launches. 

 
 
 
 

For more NAR Northeast Region meet info, see: 
http://www.acmenet.net/~jvincent/nercb.html 

Is your 
Membership 
up to date? 

Visit www.astre471.org  
to download a form! 

How to get to ASTRE’s Flying Field 



Mark Hutchinson 
6 George Street 
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